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The couples we love are back with more drama and twists and turns.After the death of Dezmond,
Jazzie has released him and all of her past hurtsâ€”or so she thought, until an unexpected situation
connects them together. Can she ever be free of him, or will he still haunt herâ€”even after death?
Jazzie battles with the decision to move on with her life, but should she wait on the man who use to
love all of her, or welcome a new flame?Maine is still trying to cope with the hurt of Jazzieâ€™s
betrayal and finds himself in a different bed that leads to ugly situations. Can he find someone to
take Jazzieâ€™s place or will he settle down with Hollywood?Hollywood never expected to fall in
love with Maine but she did, and now she wants the same from him. She feels heâ€™s overly stuck
on stupid in his feelings for Jazzie, and it makes her sick to her stomach. Can she make him see
that she is all the flame he needs?Tori and Truthâ€™s love for each other is stronger than ever but
is Tori willing to seek help so she give him the little girl he wants?Eric and Trinity are back in Tampa
for good, living under the same roof. Has Trinity matured enough to make their relationship work, or
will she send Eric out to look for a new flame?The girls are taking Hot Nasty on a roller-coaster ride
with all the drama in their lives, but there is some good in it. At least he finds himself talking to the
Lord more oftenâ€”even if heâ€™s only asking why He place him in a circle with a bunch of stuck on
stupid fools. Can he live through the stress?
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OMG!!!!!! This book had me breathless. I needed a cigarette after reading this book. There are so
many twists in this book, it could be considered a soap opera. There is no telling what direction this
book is going next. Although there were several twists in this book, the storyline flowed. I could have
read this book for days. I am team Maine & Jazzie, Truth & Tori, Trinity & Eric, and I love me some
HOT NASTY!!! I hungry for more.

This book was great as usual. Apryl definitely knows how to deliver! This part three was nothing
short of great, entertaining, captivating and drama filled. I've definitely grown to have a love/hate
relationship with some these characters. The storyline was so intriguing and you never really knew
what was coming next. Apryl pen game is official. There were minor editing errors which was a first
for me when dealing with Apryl's work but nothing I can't overlook.In my eyes Maine and Truth can
honestly do no wrong. They just happen to love really hard. I was so fed up with Trinity's antics it
wasn't funny. I really wanted to jump in the book and smack her. My heart when out to Eric because
he was a good dude. I definitely felt that Bull wasn't to be trusted. I love me some Hot Nasty, he
proved to be a great friend. I'm not sure if I'm feeling CeCe yet she seems very sneaky. Jazzie was
making my head hurt smh. Her and Tori need help.Cheating can not only break up relationships but
the very thing that they are made of; trust. Maine and Eric learn the hard that when your girlfriend
cheats it isn't the easiest thing to get over. Even though both Maine and Jazzie try to move, the
heart wants what the heart wants. Trinity guilt is preventing her from moving on and truly being
happy with Eric. How much will he be able to deal with before he calls it quits. Truth and Tori may
seem like the perfect couple on the outside but they both have things that they're keeping from one
another.

I have to be really honest about this book. I really LOVED Apryl Cox books! I read Stuck on Stupid
part 1 & 2 twice because it was just that GOOD!!!! Book 3 was alright. Only because I felt there
wasn't much story about Maine and Jazzie. Then Trinity got on my nerve with how she was treating
Eric and I didn't like the new person that was added on. If anything I prefer to see more story about
Hot and Nasty because he had me ROLLING! Never a dull moment with him! Truth and Tori I loved

the story line! I'm curious as to what happens with them! Yes I am waiting on book 4 and hope for it
to be much much better than book 3!

Oh my jesus *in my dramatic hot nasty voice* . im so in love with these characters i skip nap for
work to keep ready. Its bitter sweet that its a part 4 im happy that theirs more because i dont want it
to be over but i hate being left in suspense so dear lord give ms Apryl the strength & power in her
fingers to type this book as fast as she can. ðŸ˜‚ i love me some truth

Sometimes I hate writing reviews because it means I have come to the end of the book without a
part 4 on deck. I will say part 3 did not disappoint, I don't want to give anything away so that's all I'll
say......except BRING ON PART 4!!!!!!!!!

These ladies are certainly Stuck on Stupid. Really! Tori you had a good man in Truth but you are so
stupid. You have all the mouth in the world to fight another female, but you could not talk to your
husband and tell him want your father did to you. What a shame. Jazzie I hope and pray that this
baby is Maine and not your dead ex-fiancÃ©e. That will certainly kill the love Maine have for you.
Trinity I wish you are alive so that you can get your life together. You'll needed to listen to Hot and
Nasty. Well on to the next chapter to see how this plays out. And here we go with the beginning of
another book.

Top notch kudos and many more to Ms. Cox . Stuck on Stupid part three definitely does not
disappoint and is full of entertainment to say the least. Here we have Jazzie and Maine trying hard
to hold on to their relationship as it begins to crumble before their very eyes.. As the drama
intensifies, Jazzie will find herself in a place that she does not want to revisit. As Miss Hattie
struggles to get through her own demise so do the other characters as well. Tori's personal demons
are out to threaten her happiness with Truth. Trinity is stuck in a hard place when things don't go as
planned with Eric. In the end, all the characters are looking for love and trying to hold on to it the
best way they know how. Read and follow these characters on this incredible rollercoaster journey
on the ups and downs and the ins and outs of being in love. I can't wait for part four. I was so caught
up in the book I almost missed my train stop lol. I'm waiting on Double Dose part 3 to drop as well.
Thank you again Ms. Cox for reaching out and taking the time out to read the reviews.

So my girl Jazzie, I just love her but she really needs to quit jumping from one man to another

because it was not going to help the situation. Maine man I love me so Maine. But that Holly-Ho she
need her a$$ wooped. She just did not get it. Truth boy do I love him but he messed up towards the
end. I hope he can fix it. Tori was wrong for making that kind of decision while being married that is
something that they should have discussed together. Cynthia is going to be a problem. Trinity needs
her a$$ wooped too. She is so naÃƒÂ¯ve. Eric is a good guy and he gonna end up with the next
woman cuz her a$$ is ungrateful. I don't know how I feel about CeCe yet but if she is the woman for
Eric I hope they work because Trinity does not appreciate him. Some women would kill to have men
like Maine, Truth, and Eric but these women are just messing up hopefully they can make it right.
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